Book Now at JeanBriese.com

Leader, Speaker, & Growth Expert
JEAN BRIESE, an accomplished business leader,
empowering coach, and gifted communicator. For over
20 years, Jean has been creating award winning teams
and helping individuals and teams to do the thing they
think is impossible, delivering unprecedented results
and exceptional growth. Jean brings enormous expertise,
insight, and energy to her presentations and her powerful
messages resonate with people all over the world, from
entrepreneurs to corporate professionals to nonprofits and
women’s groups.

Leadership Development • Motivational Speaker • Work-Life Balance
“WOW - Jean is the BEST speaker we have had the pleasure
of working with. Her dynamic energy was infectious and
shined at our event. Quite a few attendees told me they
went back to the office and implemented her strategies
which have helped them organize their workday and
manage their stress more effectively. Jean also reached
out a number of times before and after the event! She is
a SUPER WOMAN with SUPER POWERS to motivate any
group - I highly recommend JEAN BRIESE for your next
event!”
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Super Relatable
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Refreshing
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Customized
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Tools and Takeaways
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IT Factor

Mail Crispin,
Executive Director

“Life Changing! Jean presented to a large group of leaders
within our company. Not only was she inspirational in how
to lead effective teams, but most importantly we learned
a lot about ourselves and how we need to lead ourselves
before leading others. We have all been reflecting on her
presentation for days and putting her ideas into action.
The results have so far been astounding. Thank you, Jean.”

Julie Roseland,
Farmers Insurance
“Jean was an amazing motivational speaker for my 100+
teachers and Leadership Team. We all left energetic,
inspired and the staff continued to talk about how they
loved her and her message. The activity was amazing,
everyone really got into it!! Jean exceeded my expectations
and we would definitely have her back again! Looking
forward to a great year with my entire staff now. Thank
you, Jean!”

Heather Legeza,
Owner
Read more at jeanbriese.com/testimonials/

Everyone loves Jean. She has an authenticity and passion that
touches people’s hearts and inspires change.

Jean is a breeze to work with, energetic, enthusiastic and
accommodating. She will make your team and your audience
feel like rock stars.

Jean will tailor her message to your specific challenges and
opportunities for your audience.

Your audience will leave empowered and energized with tools
they can put into action immediately.

Jean’s message has “it” all. High energy delivery, stunning
presentation, audience interaction, videos and a life-changing
message.
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